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ABSTRACT
This report describes the application of Telelogic's Doors 6.0 SR1 Enterprise
Requirements Suite product to a software development project entitled "Dashboard
Software Metric Visualization for SQR" (SMV). The software project consisted of all
aspects of requirements engineering but was completed without any automated
requirements engineering management software. The software project artifacts directly
concerned with requirements engineering were subsequently managed using the
Telelogic's Doors product. This management could then be used as a baseline to compare
the usefulness of the Doors product and to make comments concerning the product.
After the introduction, the following pages describe the Doors product and how it was
going to be evaluated with SMV. Subsequently, SMV requirements engineering and
management pre-Doors is then described. SMV using the Doors product is described in
some detail. Finally conclusions about the usefulness of Doors to a software
development project are presented.
Although there are problems of installation and operation of Telelogic's Doors product,
the benefits of using the product and automated requirements management far outweigh
the problems. The problems are enumerated through out the report and from that
perspective this report may appear negative.
The report also highlights the clear
advantages for even a small project like SMV that accrue with automated requirements
management. In particular, the insights down to the code level are possible through the
linking and maintenance of requirements through out the systems development life cycle.
These insights provide for not just contractual observations; they also provide assistance
in doing projects themselves.
As a result of retrofitting SMV requirements and 3 cycles of a spiral life cycle including
code through Doors, many comments about the SMV project itself could be made.
Requirements were identified and never met. Code was written that had no link to any
requirement. Impacts of changing requirements spawned by the stakeholders were never
estimated or prioritized. Just done. The quality of software projects could be enhanced
through even informal requirements management and greatly improved through
automation of the requirements engineering process. It is not that there was not any
requirements management in SMV. It is that by automating and highlighting
requirements management additional insights into the project itself are possible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The following paragraphs provide some comments concerning requirements
management. Following those comments, a discussion of why the SMV project was used
in this report is provided. Finally, the approach to using the Telelogic's Door product
with SMV is discussed.

1.1 Requirements Management
One comment on requirements management that is not often made, is that
requirements management provides a way of achieving closure on a given project.
By agreement not to pursue requirements or by completion of all prioritized
requirements, closure on a project can be proven. However, requirements
engineering is not just concerned with project closure. It is also concerned with:
- The capturing of project requirements.
- Tracing requirements through project artifacts.
- Measuring and identifying the impacts or changing requirements with in a
project. And,
- The answering of whether all requirements of a given project have been met.
One advantage of an automated requirements management product is that it can
provide a baseline for measuring project change. In the SMV project, the first
prototype was considered a baseline. Indexing or numbering of requirements did
not occur until the first prototype was built.

1.2 Why SMV - Software Metric Visualizer
In the SMV project, requirements management was not well done from the point
of view of managing requirements. Requirements were successfully elicited and
described both in writing and diagrammatically. However, requirement
identification through numbering and tracing was not accomplished until well into
the project.
The stakeholders of the SMV project consisted of sponsors (both academic and
industrial), a project manager, developers, and a user community or group. These
stakeholders subsequently became some of the views used in the Doors / SMV
review.
SMV was a small project consisting of 100,000 lines of code (100 KLOCs) and
50 or so requirements. This made it readily possible to use Doors through all
aspects of requirements engineering management as a microcosm of a larger
project. Doors was applied to SMV artifacts from requirements elicitation
through to coding.
SMV was a master's project. It consisted of building a working source line
visualizer with 3 prototypes completed, end-user evaluation and numerous
artifacts. Artifacts included a shareware working SMV run time disk; PowerPoint
slides; Adobe documents; Work documents; Visual Basic code; Install Shield
code and DLLs; and market place, end user, and developer requirements
C:\Westmost\wm010\assign3\a3_doors.DOC
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SMV was chosen because it was a contained project in which to apply Doors.

1.3 Approach to applying Doors to SMV
The approach to applying Doors to SMV consisted of converting selected
requirements documentation and artifacts to Doors. Evaluation of Doors while
doing the conversion. Then trying multiple Doors features to address how SMV
could be helped with respect to requirements management both historically and
for future development. Through out the above activities, documentation of what
was occurring was completed for this report.

2. DOORS
There were many expectations of using Doors. A summary of Doors expectations is that
Doors:
- Stores requirements using industry standards and templates.
- Adds attributes and or columns to requirements for sorting and filtering
- Links requirements with project artifacts and maintains the traceability chain both
with fan-in and fan-out to SMV requirements
- Creates views of requirements by stakeholder need-to-know, and
- Handles changing requirements in an automated way.
This section of the report provides evaluation criteria to requirements management
solutions. In addition it provides how requirements both functional and non-functional
are met in SMV possibly using Doors.

2.1 Evaluation Criteria of Requirements Management Solutions
A major personal evaluation consisted of ease of use and rapid learning of a tool
such as Doors with out the use of hardcopy or compiled help files and/or training.
Other evaluations from industry include:
- How Doors captures requirements;
- What infrastructure that Doors uses to support requirements management;
- How does Doors support requirements flow through out the SMV project;
- How are requirements tracked, traced and their impacts measured;
- How does Doors use the SMV artifacts that were not contained in the Doors
environment;
- How does Doors communicate across the SMV user community; And
- What is Doors look-and-feel in say the Windows networking environment.

2.2 Additional Non-Functional Requirements Management
The evaluation criteria above is more related to the functional needs of a
requirements management solution. However there are also some non-functional
requirements that should be used for evaluation. How a product such as Doors is
installed and some of its possibly missing features are also causes for evaluation.

2.2.1 Installation of Doors
C:\Westmost\wm010\assign3\a3_doors.DOC
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There were problems associated with the installation of Doors mostly related to
security and the Windows environment it was going into. (paths in particular
including the license location and registry took time to set up) These problems
were readily over come by exploration and multiple installation attempts;
however, Doors did not install the way many other software products install in the
Windows environment and took some shoe horning.

2.2.2 Features expected and not provided
A more severe problem from the point of view of evaluation of Doors were the
features expected and not provided (perhaps in this version of the software).
Direct import from Windows required a higher skill level then anticipated for
SMV Windows based artifacts. A work around was developed for implementing
SMV requirements artifacts but it was a non-obvious work around. In particular,
Doors table like structure and/or metaphor seemed to be the problem with Words
table objects.
The following table describes the Doors / Microsoft Office Productivity Suite as
guessed by the author.
Table 1 Doors descriptors applied to Microsoft Office Productivity Tools
Doors
Attribute
Object (OLE look-a-like in MS terms)
Module
Project
Proprietary Data base / Server

Microsoft Office Productivity Suite
Field or Column
Record or Row
Table or Worksheet
File
SQL Server / Access

Many of the problems of using Doors with SMV could be ascribed to the above
table and its related metaphor. Tables in Word did not import correctly to Tables
in Doors. Exporting of Tables in Doors would crash the Doors environment if not
exported using rich text format. Using the Word format, the Word styles of SMV
did not readily translate to vanilla Doors. All of these problems were overcome,
but the learning curve was steeper than expected. Doors appeared to be database
centric and that the database is proprietary. However, all information is retained
in the Doors database and most of the clashes between the Doors look-and-feel
and the Windows look-and-feel appear related to the Doors database. It is likely
that the database has limited SQL capabilities since insertion of SMV items into
the database was akin to insertion into many enterprise resource packages.

2.3 Subsequent approach to SMV
Problems with simple creation with in Doors were few. However, SMV was
being Doors retrofitted. So work arounds were developed. These work arounds
actually proved the power of what Doors was capable of. For example, most
industry standards were already formatted as templates in Doors. By using these
C:\Westmost\wm010\assign3\a3_doors.DOC
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templates considerable number of Word style problems could be eliminated. This
consisted of
- Exporting formatted shell documents.
- Cutting and pasting from SMV documents and artifacts into shells.
- Retaining Doors Word styles along with formatted shells.
- Deleting old shell documents in Doors.
- Importing revised Word documents into Doors. And,
- Making new documents in Doors the revised documents.
This work around worked for straight text; however, when importing Word tables
into Doors, the Module and/or Object capabilities seemed to create undetermined
results in the final Doors document.

3. SMV PRIOR TO DOORS REQUIREMENTS
MANAGEMENT
This section describes requirements engineering prior to using Doors. After just
reviewing the Doors product and not yet having applied the product, considerable
improvements in SMV requirements engineering could be obtained.

3.1 Documents and Requirements of SMV
Figure 1 SMV Directory Structure

In figure 1, the directory structure of SMV is provided in a Windows
environment. In point 1 indicated, note that there are several different kinds of
SMV artifacts. In point 2 note the revision control system of SMV is manual and
consists of milestone and/or key date backups of the entire software under
development. Note in point 3, that there are builds of different SMV prototypes.
Requirements are captured and should be linked in all areas. In table 2 following
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the requirements are listed without using the Doors indexing system. These
requirements are listed in the order of prioritization by the stakeholders.
Table 2 SMV Requirements With-out Doors
#

Requirement

a1

Capture 'raw' statistics of code
productivity

a2

Drill down on visualized abnormalities

a

a3

Selectable targets of visualization
including author, variables, language
constructs, words
View change events consisting of change
of author, code modification, other

a

b

b2

Capture significant views for presentation
and discussion
Easily retrieve SQRs for visualization

b3

Highlight abnormal change events

b

b4

Interface to version control software such
as PVCS, MKS, Rational, other
Provide ad hoc reporting of statistics not
just pre canned statistics

b

Provide feedback on the visualizer
operation
Provide rapid learning of visualizations
including legend and titling
Provide snap shot capability for before
and after timed views
Set colour codes for author, for language
construct, for variable
View a whole SQR application not just a
program
View programmer language style

b

Export visualizations to other office
productivity tools such as Visio, Word,
other
Interface to developer tools such as
TextPad, Brio Report Builder, other
Provide thin client for visualization to the
web
Set level of view such as an elevation
ascend/descend
View consistency of programmer style

c

a4
b1

b5
b6
b7
b8
b9
b10
b11
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
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Rationale
Core functionality of a visualizer. Presentation
of these statistics is not necessary if they can be
viewed appropriately.
Provides a way of viewing the source code to
inspect whether an abnormality is real or
imagined
Provides a way of selectively visualizing.
Core operation of a visualizer. It major change
events can not be viewed then you do not have a
visualizer.
Provides a way of using visualization for human
resource issues and/or maintenance issues.
Provides a way of importing SQRs for
visualization
Provides an automated way of viewing change
events
Provides an easy way of capturing change
events of interest.
Provides a way of retrieving statistics of interest
by passing out-of-the-box visualizations.
Allows for more custom visualizations.
Assists a visualization user to make appropriate
use of the visualizer.
Assists in moving up the learning curve faster.
Provides a way of measuring changes in terms
of percentages at a macroscopic level.
Provides a way of distinguishing statistics of
interest in a visual form.
Provides a way of managing application report
suites
Provides a way of viewing particular developers
way of using the language.
Provides a way of enhancing the visualization.
Provides an easy way of making changes after
viewing a change event.
Provides a way of managing SQR development
in multiple geographic locations.
Provides for scalability of view. Results in
settable levels of granularity.
Provides a way of viewing language style
independent of kind of language construct.
02/24/04

c6
d1

View history of visualizations including
archiving of significant visualizations
Convert visualizations into statistics or
statistics into visualizations

c
d

Provides a way of making routine a series of
visualizations say from year to year.
Provides another media for understanding
underlining change events.

3.2 Traceability and Tracking
An important concern of software development is the relationship of the code to
requirements. The evaluation copy of Doors that was used did not provide
interface modules into revision control systems. In any case, SMV followed a
homegrown revision control system as demonstrated in the directory structure.
Figure 2 Review of Visual Basic Code

In figure 2, a view of Visual Basic code artifacts is provided. In particular, note
the file extensions frm and bas. These are forms with code and subroutine code.
SQR is another languages source code artifact and an extension. Note that mdb is
an Access database extension. So what is the relationship between say the
requirements of SMV and the code of SMV? This relationship will be explored in
the next figure. But through out this report, requirements will be linked from
elicitation until coding. Hence the mentioning of code extensions.
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Figure 3 Relationship of Requirements to Software Products Without Doors

The above figure relates requirements previously given (1) with code of SMV(2).
Later the same relationship will be provided in Doors. However, this relationship
was never done in the original SMV project at this level of detail. Only at the end
user level of detail.

3.3 Configuration Management
Versioning builds, prototypes, and code control in SMV consisted of the directory
structures previously shown. Requirements were never linked across directory
structures or across artifacts. Requirements were linked only in the views of the
project manager and the developers. This did not include the user community or
the user group testers. SMV was presented at user conferences; however,
requirements validation was never shown.
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4. SMV WITH DOORS
This section of the report is the main body of original requirements engineering work. It
consists of a collection of activities performed and comments made when applying Doors
to SMV.
Doors is document oriented within its proprietary database as opposed to say graphic
oriented. (Not used with SMV was UML graphic techniques. Comments on whether
Doors handles UML linking other than use cases can not be made in this paper) So many
of the images used in this report would be special cases in Doors. In the demonstration
package used for SMV there was not any import of Microsoft PowerPoint presentation
file structures possible. It is expected that this exists but no work arounds were
developed for the version of Doors provided.
Templates within Doors were excellent for standards building and meeting. These
templates provided information content and structure. However, the standards did not
always translate into Microsoft Word styles and required good editing in order to match
for Doors import. Indeed Microsoft Word documents that were created independent of
the given standards and had their own style sheets were difficult to import into Doors,
especially Word documents with imbedded tables.

4.1 Conversion to Doors
Figure 4 Doors Directory Structure

The Doors directory structure can model the Windows directory structure and this
became an important way of visualizing SMV conversion to Doors. It also
provided some ease of learning. Security prevented some forms of directory
matching.
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Figure 5 Example Start of 11 page Doors User Requirements Document

The above figure is provided to show the reader the capture of SMV requirements
within the Doors product. Retention of the SMV requirements indexing is also
shown in order to make the translation from before and after Doors. Further, the
requirements indexed (2.2.1 d1 for example) were the first prototype
requirements. In the second spiral of SMV development, end user tasking was
used as high level requirements. Some features of the final SMV tool never made
it to any of the three requirements' spirals. The use of a legend on each
visualization of SMV just appeared as a nice-to-have feature and was never
captured as a requirement.
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Figure 6 Initial Doors SMV Documents

The above figure shows the many SMV documents and requirements that were
captured and entered into Doors. The extreme left-hand document shows the
initial requirements. The next pane shows technical requirements using a selected
industry standard template. The middle pane shows attempts at graphic artifact
requirements capture within the Doors product. The next pane shows testing and
revision of some high level requirements to include end user task scenarios.
These came directly from the user group prototype testing. The final pane shows
the code developed and listed within the Doors product. Note the frm before the
program name is the same frm of figure 3.
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4.2 Identifying and Capturing Requirements
Using the work around previously discussed of exporting a style sheet and
importing the revised style sheet, it became very easy to enter SMV requirements
that had been previously typed. The ability to enter requirements directly within
the Doors product was also performed and this too was quite easy. The figure
below shows some of the end user task examples entered as requirements. These
were originally not identified as requirements but through the use of Doors
became easy to measure requirement benchmarks.
Figure 7 Doors Capturing of SMV Requirements

4.3 Features of the Doors tool used
Figure 8 Use of Doors Wizards
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Not all features of the Doors tool were used. However, there were some notable
features used. The previous figure shows the use of Doors wizards. The wizards
provided considerable enhanced capability. Reports directly out of Doors could
be produced. These reports in rich text format could be easily edited and
highlighted with revised text. Originally it was envisioned that this report would
be produced within Doors itself. Several problems with Doors handling of
graphics prevented completing the report within the timeframe available.
Exporting and importing of rich text formatted documents in multiple layouts was
very easy as is shown below. All requirements could be captured in multiple
ways and imported and/or exported as needed.
Figure 9 Use of Doors Import/Export of Rich Text

4.4 Requirements Project Flow
Doors enforced requirements project flow. Although the systems development
life cycle of SMV was spiral, Doors had no problems capturing requirements in
all 3 prototypes and in linking these requirements.

4.5 Tracing Requirements and Linking
One of the most exciting features of migrating SMV to Doors was the tracking,
tracing, and linking of requirements. The figure below shows some of the links
that were developed using the Doors product. This figure could be compared to
figure 3 "Relationship of Requirements to Software Products without Doors".
This is truly a way of providing insight into requirements engineering that would
not exist with out some form of requirements management automation.
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Figure 10 Doors Tracing Requirements through to Code

4.6 Verification of Requirement Completion
The requirements tracking would not be complete without analysis of how those
requirements relate and interact together. Here Doors again provided insight that
could only be accomplished prior to SMV being in Doors though extensive sweat
equity. If the preliminary analysis of the requirements had been used through
Doors, the spirals of SMV might have been better documented. For sure impacts
of requirements on the spirals would have created more managed spiral
development. Again, this was so readily easy to use that the value of a Doors
implementation might be justified on this insight alone.
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Figure 11 Use of Doors Analysis

4.7 Not Enough Low Level Requirements
It became clear when moving SMV requirements to Doors that many
requirements were not fulfilled. But one of the more surprising results was that
the original SMV requirements were not detailed enough. Although SMV was
not completed using a project management package such as Microsoft Project, it
was completed using milestone progress reports and Gantt charts. So higher level
requirements were captured and to some extent managed. However; lower level
requirements or next spiral requirement details were never fully captured,
measured, or tracked. What a comment on the SMV project.

4.8 History of Requirement Changes Available
Since there were not enough low level requirements captured in SMV, this led to
the questioning of whether there was adequate history of requirement changes in
pre-Doors SMV. The answer is obvious. History of requirement changes was
never documented. It was captured within the stakeholders and in particular by
the user group testing and reviews. But it was never documented in even an
C:\Westmost\wm010\assign3\a3_doors.DOC
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informal sense. Again, a clear demonstration of the advantages of a requirements
management software tool. With respect to 'agile methods' requirements
management, this is clearly not well done with a code-and-go approach either.
[Eber2002]

4.9 DXL - Not for Everyone
The conversion from SMV requirements to Doors did not require the use of DXL,
the Doors programming language. As a result, the only comment made is that
there may be features with direct applicability to SMV requirements that were
never tried. Doors is quite feature rich.

4.10 Interfacing Out and Documentation
The following is a listing of whines and bouquets concerning the conversion of
SMV to Doors and some of the problems encountered that may be addressed in
other versions of Doors than the one provided for evaluation.

4.1 Microsoft Office Suite Products
Figure 12 Doors Bugs and Locks

Although mentioned earlier, the metaphors and related paradigms of Windows
and Doors clash upon occasion. Doors does not gracefully fail but attempts to run
a debugger that the end user has no access to. Further, the objects that Doors was
working on at the time become locked by the parent object owner and appear to
revert to earlier versions of the object. An alternative strategy would be to
identify the location in the object that had focus at time of failure. Further, Doors
objects do not retain sizing history of open views. They must be resized each
time opened. Again insertion into the propriety database is very large system
SQL like. This is not a problem once up the learning curve, but is counter to the
Microsoft Office Suite look-and-feel. (Even though under the wraps Doors might
be a Back Office application?) So a prioritized requirements list must be inserted
in reverse order, in order to get correct numbering. Exporting to Microsoft Word
did not work in Word format. However, it did work in rich text format.
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4.2 Use the Web
Doors information through the use of the Telelogic resource centre and through
straight web browsing was excellent. Relevant information could be obtained
through white papers and user group productions.

4.3 Compiled Help
The compiled help feature of Doors was also excellent in providing understanding
of the software. However, overview of requirements management could be better
done and the why of requirements management could have been better done.
Also, having to use the help indicated that the Doors product did not meet one of
the earliest major expectations - " ease of use and rapid learning of a tool such as
Doors with out the use of hardcopy or compiled help files and/or training."

5. CONCLUSIONS
The table below provides a summary of improvements by Doors / Non-Doors comparison
on the SMV project. Note that not all features of Doors were used. Only those features
that were needed for the SMV project.
Table 3 Summary Improvements With Doors

Comparison Pre- Doors
Description
Capture of
- Humans had to convert
Requirements
requirements from
interviews, questionnaires,
JADS, etc.
- Only office suite
productivity automation

Doors
-

Humans had to convert
requirements from interviews,
questionnaires, JADS, etc.
In addition there are templates that
represented industry association
standards
Doors had a decided edge in ease
of subsequent use as is shown in
this document
Doors is absolutely better in that
the linking of requirements
through multiple project artifacts
was point and click.

Tracing
Requirements

Prior to seeing Doors the
only tracing of requirements
was end user testing and end
user memory

Changing
Requirements
and Impacts

Requires intimate
knowledge of all system
development life cycle
products including the code.

-

Because of the trace linking impact
assessment is a matter of following
the linking and is very easily done.

Maintenance

Market or user driven, not

-

Easy to find relationships among

-
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of SMV

necessarily based on need.
-

Focused
Development
Effort

-

Assurance all
requirements
met

-

Based on end user or
developer input

-

Index of
Requirements

requirements.
Major revisions are subsequently
possible with their impacts
identified
Objectively based on agreed
prioritization.
Development effort is scalable
with easier to identify budget high
water marks.

In relating requirements to
code it is obvious there are
missing requirements and
code not matched to
requirements.

-

Index and numbering of
requirements was manual
and based on a 'home
grown' system.

- Indexing was automatic. For Doors
testing purposes both numbering
approaches were used and this showed
the problems of a manual approach.

Linking of
Requirements
-

Never done in original
project.
Tedious after the fact
activity
Detection of - Not readily possible. Relies
Requirements on intuition of developer.
Interaction

All requirements were linked to
code and 'orphaned' code was
clearly shown.

- Drag and drop linking!

-

Absolutely clear, recordable, and
actionable.

5.2 Interface Improvements
It is clear from this report that some approach to importing and exporting should
be rethought within Doors for the novice or inexperienced user. A possible option
here might be to extend the excellent use of Doors wizards to check for
import/export document styles or templates. Since this is such an easy idea it is
likely available with an alternative version of Doors or from a third party after
market vendor.

5.3 Excellent Collaboration
Although not tried with SMV, the collaboration capability of Doors seems
excellent. Most developers would like to know their contribution to a given
project. Having requirement fan-in and fan-out complete with requirement
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chaining, developers would be able to view their code production to requirements
met. Quite a concept for some low level CMM shops.

5.4 Change the Doors Metaphor
The Doors metaphor to the Windows environment is excellent. However, it needs
to be extended with other Microsoft Office Suite look-and-feel. Many customers
of the Doors customer base might be using alternative platforms including
alternative office suites; however, if rich text formatting is the interchange media,
then Doors should present it that way to the novice or intermediate user. The
spread sheet metaphor fits with many technocratic views of requirements
engineering; however, much progress in requirements engineering occurs through
the use of graphics, diagrammatic, and craftsman like approaches to doing
requirements management.

5.5 Overhead versus Efficiency
The author's original concerns in using a product such as Doors to do
requirements management as being overhead intensive with out any pay back
were wrong. Using SMV with Doors it became very clear that the comparison of
pre-Doors and post-Doors requirements was not a fair comparison. Doors
provides a level of insight that is not readily apparent in the crush of doing
projects. This insight could translate into better products and more timely
projects. There is a role to fill by requirements management automation tools that
has applicability even on small projects.

5.6 Putting this Document in Doors
However, the Willson's test of using Doors as a requirements management tool
for all projects, requires that this document be readily imported into Doors. And
that during that importing that the requirements are extracted from this document
for the son of SMV project. Further the graphics and tables used be imported
also.
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